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We review the

urrent status of strangeness as signature of the forma-

tion and disso iation of the de onned QGP at the SPS energy s ale, and
present the status of our

onsiderations for RHIC energies. By analyzing,

within the framework of a Fermi statisti al model, the hadron abundan e
and spe tra, the properties of a disintegrating, hadron evaporating, de onned QGP reball are determined and
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hemi al strangeness equilibration are developed and

applied to obtain strangeness produ tion in a QGP phase at

onditions

found at SPS and expe ted at RHIC. The sudden QGP break up model
that works for the SPS data implies at RHIC dominan e of both baryon,
and antibaryon, abundan es by the strange baryon and antibaryon yields.

PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh, 25.75.q, 25.75.Dw, 25.75.Ld

1. Introdu tion

Strange parti le signatures for the formation and evolution of the deonned quark-gluon phase of elementary matter (QGP) has been a subje t
developed quite intensely for the past 20 years. We review here our progress
sin e the last major review [1℄, highlighting our analysis of the PbPb data
at SPS, and our predi tions for hyperon yields from QGP at RHIC [2℄.
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We rst des ribe in Se tion 2, the Fermi model [3℄ analysis of the multiparti le produ tion pro esses in 158A GeV PbPb ollisions arried out at
CERN-SPS. Strongly intera ting parti les are believed to be produ ed with
a probability ommensurating to the size of the a essible phase spa e. The
numeri al methods whi h have been developed in the ontext of an analysis
of the lighter 200A GeV SAu/W/Pb system [4℄ are des ribed. We have in
parti ular shown [5, 6℄ that onsideration of the light quark hemi al nonequilibrium is ne essary in order to arrive at a onsistent interpretation of the
experimental results of both the wide a eptan e NA49-experiment [711℄
and entral rapidity strange (multi)strange (anti)baryon WA97-experiment
[1214℄. This resulted also in onsiderable redu tion of the hemi al freezeout temperature: we nd Tf
 MeV, while originally it has been
estimated to be [15, 16℄ Tf

MeV.
Su h a low freeze-out temperature is more onsistent with the assumption we make that there is no hange of hadroni parti le abundan e after
the de onned QGP sour e has disso iated. This s heme is alled sudden
hadronization [17, 18℄. This an o ur if hadroni parti les are produ ed
either in:

= 145 5
= 180 290

a) an evaporation pro ess from a hot expanding, surfa e or
b) a sudden global hadronization pro ess.
Our sudden hadronization s heme works very well, and an be onsidered
as established on view of many studies that ould des ribe quite diverse
data. Certain surprising features of PbPb results that are seen within
su h analysis, and in parti ular the nding that the pion yield is governed
by a fuga ity that is lose to the ondensation point, as we shall show in
Se tion 3, lead us presently to favor the s enario b). That being the ase
one may further suppose that a super- ooled plasma o upies a relatively
large spatial volume, and it undergoes a global explosive de omposition into
individual hadrons, maximizing hadron o upan ies and thus the entropy
ontent in the onned phase at the near-pion- ondensation ondition.
Pertinent results of our analysis of the PbPb system are addressed in
Se tion 3, where we have reevaluated our urrent results in onsideration
of some small hange of the experimental data. We address all available
SPS NA49 and WA97 experimental data, ex ept for
and
parti les. It
is important to realize that if we su eed to des ribe well a parti le yield
within the Fermi model, it means that the majority of all parti les of the
parti ular type is produ ed by the statisti al me hanisms we address here.
In prin iple there ould be many other produ tion me hanisms, and they add
to the yields. Thus if our des ription fail, an a eptable failure is the one
whi h under-predi ts the yield. When statisti al model predi ts very little if
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any produ tion, the other rea tion pi tures may indeed be dominant and we
should at least hesitate in our attempt to des ribe all the rare parti le yields.
The prime andidate for su h onsideration and omission from statisti al
analysis is the totally strange
sss and its antiparti le: they are triply
strangeness suppressed and are very heavy with M
MeV, thus again
signi antly suppressed, espe ially at low hemi al freeze-out temperature.
Their total statisti al multipli ity is by a good distan e smallest of all `stable'
hadrons. Consequently, their produ tion pattern is easily altered by, e.g., in
sour e strangeness lustering. We have found that if we use the results we
obtain about the properties of the sour e [6℄, in order to ompute the yields
of
and , we invariably see that we obtain only a fra tion, 4050%, of
all parti les observed. Our preliminary on lusion is that we should NOT
explore these parti les in the statisti al produ tion model.
Among results that we obtain in Se tion 3 is the, on a rst sight, surprising overpopulation of the strangeness phase spa e o upan y. We explain
how this an o ur in Se tion 4, where the kineti theory for omputation
of the hemi al strangeness avor abundan e equilibration is presented. We
extend our past study of strangeness produ tion at SPS onditions and show
that, at the time of QGP breakup at RHIC energies, there is also in general full hemi al equilibrium, indeed that one an expe t over-saturation
of strangeness avor, just as at SPS. Our numeri al study is based on the
dynami s of the phase spa e o upan y rather than parti le density, and we
eliminate mu h of the dependen e on the dynami al ow ee ts by in orporating in the dynami s onsidered the hypothesis of entropy onserving
matter ow and evolution. We will make two assumptions of relevan e for
the results we obtain:

( )




= 1672

the kineti (momentum distribution) equilibrium is rea hed faster than
the hemi al (abundan e) equilibrium [19, 20℄;
gluons equilibrate hemi ally signi antly faster than strangeness [21℄.

The rst assumption allows to study only the hemi al abundan es, rather
than the full momentum distribution, whi h simplies greatly the stru ture
of the master equations; the se ond assumption allows to fo us after an
initial time 0 has passed on the evolution of strangeness population: 0 is
the time required for the development to near hemi al equilibrium of the
gluon population. As we shall see, the strange quark mass ms is the only
undetermined parameter that enters strangeness yield al ulations. The
overpopulation of the strangeness phase spa e, seen in SPS data arises for
relatively small ms (1GeV)'
MeV.
In the following Se tion 5, we use the experien e we have with the SPS
systems and with the theoreti al studies of strangeness produ tion in QGP,
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in order to estimate the strange parti le produ tion that is likely to o ur at
RHIC. Some remarkable parti le abundan e results arise, sin e during the
break-up of the QGP phase there is onsiderable advantage for strangeness
avor to sti k to baryons. This an be easily understood onsidering that
produ tion of strange baryons over kaons is favored by the energy balan e,
i.e. : E 
 < E N+K . Sin e at RHIC most hadrons produ ed are
mesons, and baryons form just a small fra tion of all parti les, initially
we expe t and will show, in Se tion 5, that hyperon produ tion dominates
baryon produ tion, i.e., most baryons and antibaryons produ ed will be
strange. A remarkable onsequen e of the sudden hadronization s enario
is that this situation is maintained and thus hyperon dominan e should be
observed at RHIC. If indeed this predi tion is born out in the experiment,
it will prove that the there was formation of de onned phase, followed by
sudden hadronization.
We note that at SPS energies des ribed in Se tion 3, there is still an
appre iable relative baryon abundan e among all hadrons (about 15%) and
thus while hyperon dominan e begins to set in, there are (literally speaking)
still some non-strange baryons left. With in reasing energy the yield of
strange quark pairs per baryon rises, and at the same time the relative
abundan e of baryons among all hadrons diminishes, the relative population
of non-strange baryons de reases rather rapidly and at RHIC energies the
hyperons and/or antihyperons are the dominant strange parti le fra tions.
We are not aware that other studies reported in literature about RHIC
onditions have this remarkable result, see, e.g., [22℄. It is thus interesting to
re ord the two major quantitative dieren es of the behavior of de onned
matter we are onsidering:

( + )





(

)

In QGP the parti le density is high enough to assure that the required
abundan e of strangeness an be a tually produ ed [1,2325℄, while in
hadron phase it was shown that, even at SPS energy, this is not the
ase [26℄.
Overpopulation of hadron phase spa e o upan ies o urs naturally
when the entropy ri h QGP phase disintegrates into hadrons, whi h
annot be expe ted in hadron based kineti rea tions.

2. Contemporary Fermi model of hadron produ tion

We use 6 parameters to hara terize the spe tra and abundan es of parti les. Will des ribe these dis ussing their values, assuming a QGP sour e:
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=1

an be obtained from the require1) The strange quark fuga ity s
ment that strangeness balan es [27℄:

hNs Nsi = 0 :

(1)

However, the Coulomb distortion of the strange quark phase spa e
plays an important role in the understanding of this onstraint for Pb
Pb ollisions [5℄, leading to the Coulomb-deformed value s
: ,
see also Eq. (10).

= 1 10

2) Strange quark phase spa e o upan y s an be omputed as we show
in Se tion 4 within the established kineti theory framework for
strangeness produ tion [1, 23℄. For a rapidly expanding system the
produ tion pro esses will lead to an oversaturated phase spa e with
s> .

1

3) The equilibrium phase spa e o upan y of light quarks q is expe ted
to ex eed unity signi antly to a ommodate the ex ess entropy ontent in the plasma phase [27℄. There is an interesting onstraint that
arises if hadronization is sudden in the sense that parti les are produ ed at the same time, forming for pions a Bose gas. As we shall
dis uss at the end of this Se tion, see Eq. (9) this leads to an upper
limit:

q< q

 em =2T :

(2)

4) The olle tive surfa e expansion velo ity should remain below the relativisti sound velo ity [1℄:

p

v  1= 3:

(3)

5,6) If we assume that the stopping of the baryon number and energy is
similar [1℄, we know the energy per baryon ontent in the rea tions
and then the equations of state produ e a further onstraint between
hemi al freeze-out temperature Tf and light quark fuga ity q or
equivalently, the baryo hemi al potential:

B = 3 Tf ln q :

(4)

The dieren e between i and i is that, e.g., for strange and antistrange quarks the same fa tor s applies, while the antiparti le fuga ity is
inverse of the parti le fuga ity. The proper statisti al physi s foundation
of i is obtained onsidering the maximum entropy prin iple: it has been
determined that while the limit i ! maximizes the spe i hemi al
entropy, this maximum is extremely shallow, indi ating that a system with

1
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dynami ally evolving volume will in general nd more ee tive paths to
in rease entropy, than oered by the establishment of the absolute hemi al
equilibrium [28℄.
The abundan es of the nal state parti les is most onveniently des ribed
by onsidering the phase spa e distribution of parti les. The relative number
of primary parti les freezing out from a sour e is obtained noting that the
fuga ity and phase spa e o upan y of a omposite hadroni parti le is expressed by its onstituents and that the probability to nd all j - omponents
ontained within the i-th emitted parti le is:

Y
Y
Y
j ; i =
Ni / e Ei =T
j j ; i =
j:
j 2i

j 2i

j 2i

(5)

Taking the Lapla e transform, we nd, e.g., for the strange se tor, to
the following partition fun tion, like expression:

ln Zs = V2T2 (sq 1 + s 1 q ) s q CMs FK + (s2q + s 1q 2) s q2 CBs FY
+(2s q + s 2q 1 ) s2 q CBs F + (3s + s 3 ) s3 CBs F ;
(6)
3

where the kaon, hyperon, as ade and omega degrees of freedom are inluded. The phase spa e fa tors Fi of the strange parti les are (with gi
des ribing the statisti al degenera y):

Fi

=

P

X
j

gij W (mij =T ) :

(7)

In the resonan e sums j all known strange hadrons should be ounted.
The fun tion W x
x2 K2 x , where K2 is the modied Bessel fun tion,
arises from the phase-spa e integral of the dierent parti le distributions
f p~ . It is important to remember that this expression does not des ribe the
properties of a gas of hadrons, thus it is not a partition fun tion, even if we
give the Lapla e transform of the phase spa e su h formal semblan e.
When the sour e of the parti les is subje t to ow, the Lapla e transform
that leads to the above expression is onsiderably more involved. the spe tra
and thus also multipli ities of parti les emitted are obtained repla ing the
Boltzmann fa tor in Eq. (5) by [29℄:

( )=

()

()

e

Ei =T

Z
1
! 2 d v (1 ~v  ~pi=Ei )e
= p1 1 ~v 2 ;

Ei
T (1

~v p~i=Ei ) ;
(8)
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a result whi h an be intuitively obtained by a Lorentz transformation between an observer on the surfa e of the reball, and one at rest in laboratory
frame. In ertain details the results we obtain onrm the appli ability of
this simple approa h. We onsider for SPS energy range the radial ow
model, perhaps the simplest of the omplex ow ases possible , but it suf es to fully assess the impa t of ow on our analysis.
While the integral over the entire phase spa e of the ow spe trum yields
as many parti les with and without ow, when a eptan e uts are present
parti les of dierent mass experien e diering ow ee ts. Here, we note
that the nal parti le abundan es measured in an experiment are obtained
after all unstable hadroni resonan es are allowed to disintegrate and feed
the stable hadron spe tra. In order to minimize the impa t of unknown ow
pattern at hadron freeze-out when onsidering parti le abundan es measured
in a restri ted phase spa e domain, we study parti le abundan e ratios involving what we all ompatible hadrons: these are parti les likely to be
impa ted in a similar fashion by olle tive ow dynami s in the reball.
We now return to review the ase of pions, whi h is ex eptional sin e we
will be onsidering a rather large values of q > : . The hemi al fuga ity
for a parti le omposed of a light quark-antiquark pair is q2 . Thus the Bose
distribution in momentum spa e has the shape:

15

f (E ) =

1

;

p

E = m2 + p2 :

(9)
q 2 eE =T 1
The range of values for q is bounded from above by the Bose singularity.
When q ! q , see Eq. (2), the lowest energy state (in the ontinuum limit

0

with p ! ) will a quire ma ros opi o upation and a pion ondensate is
formed. Su h a ondensate ` onsumes' energy without onsuming entropy of
the primordial high entropy QGP phase. Thus a ondensate is not likely to
develop, but the hadronization pro ess may have the tenden y to approa h
the limiting value in order to more e iently onne t the de onned and the
onned phases, sin e, as we show in Fig. 1, the entropy density is nearly
twi e as high at q ' q than at q
.
To see learly how this an o ur, we looked more losely at the relative
properties of a pion gas for q ! q . In Fig. 2, we see the relative hange in
energy per pion, (inverse of) entropy per pion, and energy per entropy, for
xed T
MeV orresponding to our best t ondition. We see that a
hadronizing gas will onsume at higher q less energy per parti le, and that
the energy per entropy is nearly onstant. Disso iation into pions at q ! q
appears thus to be an ee tive way to onvert ex ess of entropy in the plasma
into hadrons, without need for reheating, or a mixed phase whi h would allow
the volume to grow. In short, the nding of the maximum allowable q is
intrinsi ally onsistent with the notion of an explosively disintegrating QGP
phase.

=1

= 142
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N=V -parti
T = 142 MeV.

Dependen e of pion gas properties

entropy density, as fun tion of

q

at

le,

E=V -energy

and

S=V -

N -parti le, E -energy and S -entropy)
T
=
142
MeV.
a
 ratios relative to equilibrium value
q
q = 1; b  relative ratios, thus E=N , S=N and E=S .

Fig. 2. Dependen e of pion gas properties (
density as fun tion of

for
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3. Update of SPS experimental data analysis

In the past year our work addressed our dis overy that onsideration
of the light quark hemi al non-equilibrium is ne essary in order to arrive
at a onsistent interpretation of the experimental results emanating from
CERN [30℄. We have also in orporated in our earlier analysis of the PbPb
system [5℄ a study of olle tive matter ow. Properties of the dense reball
as determined in this approa h oer lear eviden e that a QGP disintegrates
at Tf ' 144 MeV, orresponding to energy density " O (0.5) GeV/fm3 [31℄.
With ow, the analysis addresses also the m? -slopes of strange parti les.
Notably, the near equality of (inverse) slopes of nearly all strange baryons
and antibaryons arises by means of the sudden hadronization at the surfa e
of an exploding QGP reball. In the hadron based mi ros opi simulations
this behavior of m? -slopes an also arise allowing for parti le-dependent
freeze-out times [33℄.
We note that though we use six parameters to hara terize the hadron
phase spa e at hemi al freeze-out, ompare Se tion 2, there are only two
truly unknown properties: the hemi al freeze-out temperature Tf and the
light quark fuga ity q (or equivalently, the baryo hemi al potential Eq. (4))
 we re all that the parameters i ; i
q; s ontrols overall abundan e of
quark pairs, while i ontrols the dieren e between quarks and anti-quarks
of given avor. As already noted earlier, the four other parameters are not
arbitrary, and we ould have used their ta it and/or omputed values:

=

=

1) the strange quark fuga ity s is usually xed by the requirement that
strangeness balan es hs si
[18℄. The Coulomb distortion of the
strange quark phase spa e plays an important role in the understanding of this onstraint for PbPb ollisions, see Eq. (10) [5℄;

 =0

2) the strange quark phase spa e o upan y s an be omputed within
the established kineti theory framework for strangeness produ tion
[1, 23℄;
3) the ta itly assumed equilibrium phase spa e o upan y of light quarks
;
q

=1

4) assumed olle p
tive expansion to pro eed at the relativisti sound velo ity, v
= [1℄.

=1 3

However, the ri h parti le data basis allows us to nd from experiment the
a tual values of these four parameters, allowing to onfront the theoreti al
results and/or hypothesis with experiment.
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The value of s we obtain from the strangeness onservation ondition

hs si = 0 in QGP is, to a very good approximation [5℄:
~ s  s 1Q=3 = 1 ;

Q 

1

R 3 V
RRf d re T :
3
Rf d r

(10)

Q < expresses the Coulomb deformation of strange quark phase spa e.
This ee t is relevant in entral PbPb intera tions, but not in SAu/W/Pb
rea tions. Q is not a fuga ity that an be adjusted to satisfy a hemi al ondition, sin e onsideration of i ; i u; d; s, exhausts all available hemi al
balan e onditions for the abundan es of hadroni parti les. The subs ript
Rf in Eq. (10) reminds us that the lassi ally allowed region within the dense
matter reball is in luded in the integration over the level density. Choosing Rf
fm, T
MeV, ms
MeV (value of s is pra ti ally
irrelevant), for Zf
the value is s
: .
The available ompatible parti le yield ratios (ex luding
and , see
Se tion 1) are listed in Table I, top se tion from the experiment WA97 for
p? > : GeV within a narrow y
: entral rapidity window. Further below are shown results from the large a eptan e experiment NA49,
extrapolated to full  phase spa e overage. We rst t 11 experimental
results shown in Table I, and than turn to in lude also the m?-slope in our
onsiderations, and thus have 12 data points. The total error:

=

=8

= 140
= 150

= 200
= 1 10

07

 = 05

4

 
2
T

P j
j (Rth

j )2
Rexp

(11)

j )2
(Rexp

for the four theoreti al olumns is shown at the bottom of this table along
with the number of data points `N ', parameters `p' used and (algebrai )
redundan ies `r ' onne ting the experimental results. For r 6
it is more
2
appropriate to quote the total T , with a initial qualitative statisti al relevan e ondition 2T = N p < . The rst theoreti al olumns refer to
results without olle tive velo ity v (subs ript ) the three other with tted v (subs ript v ). In olumn three, supers ript `sb' means that s is
xed by strangeness balan e and, in olumn four, supers ript `s ' means
em =2Tf , that is q is xed by its upper limit, the pion
that q
q
ondensation point. All results have been newly re omputed, to a ount for
slightly higher value of the ratio h =B [37℄.
It is interesting to note that the highest onden e result is obtained in
the last olumn, just when the light quark phase spa e o upan y assumes
value at the pion ondensation point: here the number of degrees of freedom
is higher than in the se ond olumn, obtained without onstraint. It is
un lear at present what is the full extent of this remarkable result. Another

=0

(

=

=

) 1

0
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TABLE I
le ratios and some of our

theoreti al results, see text for explanation.
Ratios

=
=

=
=

)
( +
(+)
0
s+

K =
K =K
p=p
 p
=
Ks0 /B
h /B

Ref.
[13℄
[13℄
[13℄
[13℄
[34℄
[8℄
[9℄
[7℄
[35℄
[36℄
[37℄

2T
N ; p; r

j

jv

jsbv

jsv

Exp.Data

Pb 0

Pb

Pb

Pb

0.099

0.104

0.103

0.105

0.103

0.203

0.214

0.208

0.209

0.206

0.124

0.125

0.124

0.125

0.256

0.252

0.248

0.251

0.126

0.122

0.124

0.122

14.2

13.3

13.0

13.4

1.80

1.82

1.78

1.83

17.3

16.7

16.6

16.6

2.68

2.11

2.11

2.11

0.181

0.181

0.163

0.188

1.96

1.97

1.97

1.96

3.6

2.5

3.2

2.6

11;5;2

12;6;2

12;5;2

12;5;2

 0.008
 0.024
0.124  0.013
0.255  0.025
0.13  0.03
11.9  1.5
1.80 0.10
18.1 4.
3.  1.
0.183  0.027
1.97  0.1

interesting insight is that radial ow always on its own improves our ability to
des ribe the data. However, m? spe tra oer another independent measure
of ow, and onrm very strongly our ndings about the value of v . We
pro eeded as follows: for a given pair of values Tf and v we evaluate the
resulting m? parti le spe trum and analyze it using the spe tral shape and
kinemati uts employed by the experimental groups. To nd the best values

we onsider just one `mean' strange baryon experimental value T?Pb
, sin e within the error the high m? strange (anti)baryon inverse slopes
are overlapping. Thus when onsidering v along with T? we have one
parameter and one data point more. On e we nd best values of Tf and v ,
we study again the inverse slopes of individual parti le spe tra. We obtain
an a eptable agreement with the experimental T?j as shown in left se tion
of Table II.
For omparison, we have also onsidered in the same framework the Sindu ed rea tions, and the right se tion of Table II shows a good agreement
with the WA85 experimental data [38℄. We used as the `mean' experimental
 . We an see that within a signi antly smaller
slope data point T?S
error bar, we obtained an a urate des ription of the mS? -slope data. This
analysis implies that the kineti freeze-out, where elasti parti le-parti le
ollisions ease, annot be o urring at a ondition very dierent from the
hemi al freeze-out. However, one pion HBT analysis at p? < : GeV
suggests kineti pion freeze-out at about Tk '
MeV [39℄. A possible
explanation of why here onsidered p? > : GeV parti les are not subje t to
a greater spe tral deformation after hemi al freeze-out, is that they es ape
before the bulk of softer hadroni parti les is formed. At least for strange

10



 = 260

 = 235 10

07

120

05
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Experimental and theoreti al

m?

spe tra inverse slopes

TABLE II

Tth .

Left PbPb results

from experi for kaons and from experiment WA97 [14℄ for baryons; right SW
results from WA85 [38℄.

T
T
T
T
T

K0

2T ,

T?Pb [MeV℄ TthPb [MeV℄ T?S [MeV℄ TthS [MeV℄

 13
 18
280  20
289  12
269  22

 5
 3
232  7
244  12
238  16

223

241

219

215

291

280

233

236

number of data points

280
298
298

N,

parameters

p

236
246
246

and redundan ies

r;

TABLE III
upper se tion:

statisti al model parameters whi h best des ribe the experimental results for Pb
Pb data, and in last
se tion: spe i
phase spa e

olumn for SAu/W/Pb data presented in Ref. [4℄ . Bottom

energy, entropy, anti-strangeness, net strangeness of the full hadron

hara terized by these statisti al parameters. In

by requirement of strangeness
the pion

olumn two we x

olumn three we hoose

q

=

ondensation point.

jv
 ; N ; p; r 2.5; 12; 6; 2
Tf [MeV℄
142  3
0.54  0.04
v
1.61  0.02
q
s
1.09  0.02
1.7  0.5
q
0.79  0.05
s= q
Ef =B
7.8  0.5
Sf =B
42  3
0.69  0.04
sf =B
(sf sf )=B 0.03  0.04
2
T

onservation, and in

Pb

jsbv
3.2; 12; 5; 2
144  2
0.54  0.025
1.605  0.025

1.10
1.8 0.2
0.80  0.05
7.7  0.5
41  3
0.67  0.05

Pb

0

jsv
2.6; 12; 5; 2
142  2
0.54  0.025
1.615  0.025
1.09  0.02
Pb

q

= em =2 Tf

 0.05
 0.5
43  3
0.70  0.05
0.04  0.05
0.79
7.8

s

q,

jv
144  2
0.49  0.02
1.51  0.02
1.00  0.02
1.41  0.08
0.69  0.03
8.2  0.5
44  3
0.73  0.05
0.17  0.05
S

6.2; 16; 6; 6

brayons and antibaryons this is the result also seen in a re ent mi ros opi
study of the freeze-out pro ess [22℄.
The six statisti al parameters des ribing the parti le abundan es are
shown in the top se tion of Table III, where we also show in the last olumn
for omparison, the best result for S-indu ed rea tions, where the target has
been W/Au/Pb [4℄. The errors in the results are one standard deviation
errors arising from the propagation of the experimental measurement error,
but apply only when the theoreti al model des ribes the data well. All
results shown in Table III have onvin ing statisti al onden e level. For
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the S-indu ed rea tions the number of redundan ies r shown in heading of
the Table III is large, sin e same data omprising dierent kinemati uts
has been in luded in the analysis. It is quite reassuring that within error the
freeze-out temperature Tf seen in Table III, is the same for both the S- and
Pb-indu ed rea tions, even though the hemi al phase spa e o upan ies
dier greatly. This must be the ase within our model of sudden freezeout and onstitutes its rm onrmation. The variation in the shape of
the parti le spe tra is fully explained by a hange in the olle tive
p velo ity,
: .
whi h rises from v S
:  : to vPb
:  : ' =
Pb
The light quark fuga ity q implies that baryo hemi al potential is B
 > SB
 MeV. As in S-indu ed rea tions where s , now in
Pb-indu ed rea tions, a value Pb
s ' : hara teristi for a sour e of freely
movable strange quarks with balan ing strangeness, i.e., s
is obtained,
see Eq. (10).
The values of q > , seen in Table III, imply that there is phase spa e
over-abundan e of light quarks, to whi h, e.g., gluon fragmentation at QGP
breakup prior to hadron formation ontributes. q assumes in our data
analysis a value near to where pions ould begin to ondense [30℄, Eq. (2). We
found studying the ratio h =B separately from other experimental results
that the value of q ' q is xed onsistently and independently both, by
the negative hadron (h ), and the strange hadron yields. The unphysi al
range q > q ' :
an arise (see olumn Pbjsb
v ) sin e, up to this point,
we use only a rst quantum (Bose/Fermi) orre tion. However, when Bose
distribution for pions is implemented, whi h requires the onstraint q 
q , we obtain pra ti ally the same results, as shown in se ond olumn of
Table III. We then show in Table III the ratio s = q ' : , whi h orresponds
(approximately) to the parameter s when q
had been assumed. We
note that sPb > . This strangeness over-saturation ee t ould arise from
the ee t of gluon fragmentation ombined with early hemi al equilibration
in QGP, s t < tf ' . The ensuing rapid expansion preserves this high
strangeness yield, and thus we nd the result s > , as is shown in Fig. 33
in [1℄.
We show, in the bottom se tion of Table III, the energy and entropy
ontent per baryon, and spe i anti-strangeness ontent, along with spe i
strangeness asymmetry of the hadroni parti les emitted. The energy per
baryon seen in the emitted hadrons is nearly equal to the available spe i
energy of the ollision (8.6 GeV for PbPb, 8.89 GeV for SAu/W/Pb).
This implies that the fra tion of energy deposited in the entral reball must
be nearly the same as the fra tion of baryon number. The small redu tion of
the spe i entropy in PbPb ompared to the lighter SAu/W/Pb system
maybe driven by the greater baryon stopping in the larger system, also seen
in the smaller energy per baryon ontent. Both ollision systems freeze out

= 0 49 0 02
= 178 5

203 5

= 0 54 0 04 1 3 = 0 577
=
=1
11
~ =1

1

1 63

1

(

08

=1

) 1

1
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= 0 185

at energy per unit of entropy E=S
: GeV. There is a loose relation
of this universality in the hemi al freeze-out ondition with the suggestion
made re ently that parti le freeze-out o urs at a xed energy per baryon
for all physi al systems [40℄, sin e the entropy ontent is related to parti le
multipli ity. The overall high spe i entropy ontent we nd agrees well
with the entropy ontent evaluation made earlier [27℄ for the SW ase.
Inspe ting Fig. 38 in [1℄, we see that the spe i yield of strangeness we
expe t from the kineti theory in QGP is at the level of 0.75 per baryon, in
agreement with the results of present analysis shown in Table III. This high
strangeness yield leads to the enhan ement of multi-strange (anti)baryons,
whi h are viewed as important hadroni signals of QGP phenomena [41℄, and
a series of re ent experimental analysis has arefully demonstrated omparing pA with AA results that there is quite signi ant enhan ement [14,42℄,
as has also been noted before by the experiment NA35 [43℄. The strangeness
imbalan e seen in the asymmetri al SAu/W/Pb system (bottom of Table III) ould be a real ee t arising from hadron phase spa e properties.
However, this result also reminds us that though the statisti al errors are
very small, there ould be in this asymmetri system a onsiderable systemati error due to presen e of a signi ant spe tator matter omponent. In
the symmetri PbPb ollisions this ee t disappears, despite the fa t that
the freeze-out ow pattern ould be mu h more omplex and there ould
be a distortion of parti le spe tra at low momenta not a ounted for in our
study, for we did not model the ratio of kaons to hyperons. Considering this
limitation it is indeed remarkable, how well the onservation of strangeness
ondition is satised, when it is not being enfor ed.
4. RHIC and dynami s of strangeness produ tion

In some key aspe ts, the methods to des ribe strangeness produ tion
whi h we have been developing dier from those obtained in other studies
of hemi al equilibration of quark avor, in parti ular for RHIC onditions
[4446℄. For example, we use running QCD parameters (both oupling and
strange quark mass) with strong oupling onstant s as determined at the
MZ 0 energy s ale. We also in orporate entropy onserving ow into the
dynami al equations dire tly, exploiting signi ant an ellations that o ur,
and thus obtain a relatively simple dynami al model for the evolution of the
phase spa e o upan y s of strange quarks in the expanding QGP.
The phase spa e distribution fs an be hara terized by a lo al temperature T ~x; t of a (Boltzmann) equilibrium distribution fs1 , with normalization set by a phase spa e o upan y fa tor:

( )

fs (p~; ~x; t)) ' s (T )fs1(p~; T ) :

(12)
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Eq. (12) invokes in the momentum independen e of s our rst assumption.
More generally, the fa tor i ; i g; q; s; , allows a lo al density of gluons,
light quarks, strange quarks and harmed quarks, respe tively not to be determined by the lo al momentum shape, but to evolve independently. With
variables t; ~x referring to an observer in the laboratory frame, the hemi al
evolution an be des ribed by the strange quark urrent non- onservation
arising from strange quark pair produ tion des ribed by a Boltzmann ollision term:

=

( )

s + ~v s = 1 2 (t) hvigg!ss
 js  
T
t
~x 2 g
q
q
!ss
+q (t)q(t)hviT
s (t) s(t) hviTss!gg;qq :

(13)

The fa tor 1/2 avoids double ounting of gluon pairs. The impli it sums
over spin, olor and anyPother Rdis reet quantum numbers are ombined in
3
the parti le density 
s; ;::: d p f , and we have also introdu ed the momentum averaged produ tion/annihilation thermal rea tivities (also alled
`rate oe ients'):

=

R

R

3
3
hvrel iT  dRpd13 p dRpd23p12fv12(p~f ;(p~T1);fT()p~f ;(p~T2); T ) :
1
2
1
2

(14)

f (p~i ; T ) are the relativisti Boltzmann/Jüttner distributions of two
parti les i = 1; 2 of momentum pi .

olliding

( )

=0

The urrent onservation used above in the laboratory `Eulerian' formulation an also be written with referen e to the individual parti le dynami s
in the so alled `Lagrangian' des ription: onsider s as the inverse of the
small volume available to ea h parti le. Su h a volume is dened in the lo al
frame of referen e for whi h the lo al ow ve tor vanishes ~v ~x; t jlo al
.
The onsidered volume ÆVl being o upied by small number of parti les ÆN
(e.g., ÆN
), we have:
ÆNs  s ÆVl :
(15)

=1

The left hand side (LHS) of Eq. (13) an be now written as:

s + ~vs  1 dÆNs
t
~x ÆVl dt

l
= ddts + s ÆV1 dÆV
dt :
l

(16)

Sin e ÆN and ÆVl dt are L(orentz)-invariant, the a tual hoi e of the frame
of referen e in whi h the right hand side (RHS) of Eq. (16) is studied is
irrelevant and we drop hen eforth the subs ript l.
We an further adapt Eq. (16) to the dynami s we pursue: we introdu e
1
s T as the (lo al) hemi al equilibrium abundan e of strange quarks,

( )
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=

thus 
s 1
s . We evaluate the equilibrium abundan e
integrating the Boltzmann distribution:

ÆNs1 = ÆV 1
s (T )

ÆNs1 = [ÆV T 3 ℄ 32 z 2 K2 (z ) ; z = mTs ;
where K is the modied Bessel fun tion of order  ; we
d[z  K (z )℄=dz = z  K 1 . The rst fa tor on the RHS

(17)

will below use:
in Eq. (17) is a
onstant in time should the evolution of matter after the initial pre-thermal
time period 0 be entropy onserving [47℄, and thus ÆV T 3 ÆV0 T03 = onst. .
We now substitute in Eq. (16) and obtain

=





s + ~vs = T_ 1 d s + s z K1 (z ) ;
s dT
t
~x
T K2 (z )
dT=dt. Note that in Eq. (18) only a part of

_=

(18)

where T
the usual owdilution term is left, sin e we implemented the adiabati volume expansion,
and study the evolution of the phase spa e o upan y in lieu of parti le
density. The dynami s of the lo al temperature is the only quantity we need
to model.
We now return to study the ollision terms seen on the RHS of Eq. (13).
A related quantity is the (L-invariant) produ tion rate A12!34 of parti les
per unit time and spa e, dened usually with respe t to hemi ally equilibrated distributions:

1
12!34
A12!34  1 +1Æ 1
:
1 2 hs v12 iT

(19)

1;2

1 (1+ )

The fa tor =
Æ1;2 is introdu ed to ompensate double- ounting of identi al parti le pairs. In terms of the L-invariant A , Eq. (13) takes the form:



_T 1s d s + s z K1 (z) = g2 ( )Agg!ss
dT T K2 (z )
+ q ( ) q( )Aqq!ss s( ) s( )(Ass!gg + Ass!qq) :

(20)

Only weak intera tions onvert quark avors, thus, on hadroni time s ale,
we have s;q 
s;q  . Moreover, detailed balan e, arising from the time
reversal symmetry of the mi ros opi rea tions, assures that the invariant
rates for forward/ba kward rea tions are the same, spe i ally

( )=

()

A12!34 = A34!12 ;

and thus:


1
T_  d s
s

dT

s z K1 (z )



+ T K2 (z) =

2

g

+

( )Agg!ss
2

q

(21)



1

( )Aqq!ss



1


2
s ( )
g2 ( )

2
s ( ) :
q2 ( )

(22)
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1

When all i ! , the Boltzmann ollision term vanishes, we have rea hed
equilibrium.
As dis ussed, the gluon hemi al equilibrium is thought to be rea hed at
high temperatures well before the strangeness equilibrates hemi ally, and
thus we assume this in what follows, and the initial onditions we will study
refer to the time at whi h gluons are hemi ally equilibrated. Setting g
(and without a signi ant further onsequen e for what follows, sin e gluons
dominate the produ tion rate, also q
) we obtain after a straightforward
manipulation the dynami al equation des ribing the evolution of the lo al
phase spa e o upan y of strangeness:

=1

=1



1 (z )
2sT_ ddTs + Ts z K
K2 (z )



=1

s:
2

(23)

Here, we dened the relaxation time s of hemi al (strangeness) equilibration as the ratio of the equilibrium density that is being approa hed, with
the rate at whi h this o urs:

1
s  12 (Agg!ss + Asqq!ss + : : :) :

(24)

The fa tor 1/2 is introdu ed by onvention in order for the quantity s to
des ribe the exponential approa h to equilibrium.
Eq. (23) is our nal analyti al result des ribing the evolution of phase
spa e o upan y. Sin e one generally expe ts that s ! in a monotoni
fashion as fun tion of time, it is important to appre iate that this equation
allows s > : when T drops below ms , and =s be omes small, the dilution
term (2nd term on LHS) in Eq. (23) dominates the evolution of s . In simple
terms, the high abundan e of strangeness produ ed at high temperature
over-populates the available phase spa e at lower temperature, when the
equilibration rate annot keep up with the expansion ooling. This behavior
of s has been shown in [32, Fig. 2℄ for the SPS onditions with fast transverse
expansion. Sin e we assume that the dynami s of transverse expansion of
QGP is similar at RHIC as at SPS, we will obtain a rather similar behavior
for s . We note that yet a faster transverse expansion than onsidered here
ould enhan e the hemi al strangeness anomaly.
s T , Eq. (24), has been evaluated using pQCD ross se tion and employing NLO (next to leading order) running of both the strange quark
mass and QCD- oupling onstant s [48℄. We believe that this method produ es a result for s that an be trusted down to 1 GeV energy s ale whi h
: and
is here relevant. We employ results obtained with s MZ 0
ms 1GeV
MeV; we have shown results with ms 1GeV
MeV
earlier [2℄. There is some systemati un ertainty due to the appearan e of

1

1

1

( )

(

) = 200

(
(

) = 0 118
) = 220
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the strange quark mass as a xed rather than running value in both, the
hemi al equilibrium density 1
s in Eq. (24), and in the dilution term in
Eq. (23). We use the value ms 1 GeV , with the 1 GeV energy s ale hosen
to orrespond to typi al intera tion s ale in the QGP at temperatures under
onsideration.

(

)

5. Expe tations for strange hadron produ tion at RHIC

We now ombine our advan es in theoreti al models of strangeness produ tion and data interpretation at SPS energies with the obje tive of making
reliable predi tions for the RHIC energy range [2℄. First we address the question how mu h strangeness an be expe ted at RHIC. Numeri al study of
Eq. (23) be omes possible as soon as we dene the temporal evolution of
the temperature for RHIC onditions. We expe t that a global ylindri al
expansion should des ribe the dynami s: aside of the longitudinal ow, we
allow the ylinder surfa e to expand given the internal thermal pressure.
SPS experien e suggests that the transverse matter
p ow will not ex eed the
sound velo ity of relativisti matter v? ' = . We re all that for pure
longitudinal expansion lo al entropy density s ales as S / T 3 / = , [47℄. It
is likely that the transverse ow of matter will a elerate the drop in entropy
density. We thus onsider the following temporal evolution fun tion of the
temperature:

3

1



1=3
1
T ( ) = T0 (1 +  2 =d)(1 +  v =R )2
:
(25)
? ?
We take the thi kness of the initial ollision region at T0 = 0:5 GeV to be
d(T0 = 0:5)=2 = 0:75 fm, and the transverse dimension in nearly entral
AuAu ollisions to be R? = 4:5 fm. The time at whi h thermal initial
onditions are rea hed is assumed to be 0 = 1fm/ . When we vary T0 , the
temperature at whi h the gluon equilibrium is rea hed, we also s ale the
longitudinal dimension a ording to:

d(T0 ) = (0:5 GeV=T0 )3 1:5 fm :

(26)

This assures that when omparing the dierent evolutions of s we are looking at an initial system that has the same entropy ontent by adjusting its
initial volume V0 . The reason we vary the initial temperature T0 down to
300 MeV, maintaining the initial entropy ontent is to understand how the
assumption about the hemi al equilibrium of gluons, rea hed by denition
at T0 , impa ts our result. In fa t when onsidering de reasing T0 (and thus
in reasing V0 ), what we are doing is to begin the thermal produ tion at a
later time in the history of the ollision.
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The numeri al integration of Eq. (23) is started at 0 , and a range of initial temperatures
 T0  , varying in steps of 50 MeV. The high limit
of the temperature we explore ex eeds somewhat the `hot glue s enario' [19℄,
while the lower limit of T0 orresponds to the more onservative estimates of
possible initial onditions [47℄. Sin e the initial pp ollisions also produ e
strangeness, we take as an estimate of initial abundan e a ommon initial
value s T0
: . The time evolution in the plasma phase is followed up
to the break-up of QGP. This ondition we establish in view of our analysis
of the SPS results. We re all that SPS-analysis showed that the system
dependent baryon and antibaryon m?-slopes of parti le spe tra are result
of dieren es in olle tive ow in the de onned QGP sour e at freeze-out.
There is a universality of physi al properties of hadron hemi al freeze-out
between dierent SPS systems, and in our analysis a pra ti al oin iden e
of the kineti freeze-out onditions with the hemi al freeze-out. We thus
expe t, extrapolating the phase boundary urve to the small baryo hemi al
 MeV will
potentials, that the QGP break-up temperature TfSPS '
RHIC
'  MeV.
see just a minor upward hange to the value Tf
With the freeze-out ondition xed, one would think that the major
un ertainty in our approa h omes from the initial gluon equilibration temperature T0 , and we now study how dierent values of T0 inuen e the nal
state phase spa e o upan y. We integrate numeri ally Eq. (23) and present
s as fun tion of both time t in Fig. 3a, and temperature T in Fig. 3b, up to
 MeV. We see that:
the expe ted QGP breakup at TfRHIC '

300

600

( ) = 0 15

145 5
150 5

150 5




widely dierent initial onditions (with similar initial entropy ontent)
lead to rather similar hemi al onditions at hemi al freeze-out of
strangeness,
despite a series of onservative assumptions, we nd, not only, that
strangeness equilibrates, but indeed that the dilution ee t allows an
overpopulation of the strange quark phase spa e. For a wide range
of initial onditions, we obtain a narrow band : > s Tf > .
We will in the following, taking into a ount some ontribution from
hadronization of gluons in strange/antistrange quarks, adopt what the
value s Tf
: .

1 15

( )

1

( ) = 1 25

We now onsider how this relatively large value of s , hara teristi for
the underlying QGP formation and evolution of strangeness, impa ts the
strange baryon and anti-baryon observable emerging in hadronization. Remembering that major hanges ompared to SPS should o ur in rapidity spe tra of mesons, baryons and antibaryons, we will apply the same
hadronization model that worked in the analysis of the SPS data. This hy-
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Evolution of QGP-phase strangeness phase spa e o

fun tion of time and, b  as fun tion of temperature for

upan y

s.

a  as

ms (1 GeV) = 200 MeV,

see text for details.

pothesis an be falsied easily, sin e we expe t, based and ompared to the
PbPb 158A GeV results:

 

a) shape identity of all RHIC m? and y spe tra of antibaryons p ;  ;  ;
sin e in our approa h there is no dieren e in their produ tion me hanism, and the form of the spe tra is determined in a similar way by
the lo al temperature and ow velo ity ve tor;
b) the m? -slopes of these antibaryons should be very similar to the result
we have from PbPb 158A GeV sin e only a slight in rease in the
freeze-out temperature o urs, and no in rease in olle tive transverse
ow is expe ted.
The abundan es of parti les produ ed from QGP within the sudden
freeze-out model are ontrolled by several parameters we addressed earlier:
the light quark fuga ity < q < : , value is limited by the expe ted small
ratio between baryons and mesons (baryon-poor plasma) when the energy
per baryon is above 100 GeV, strangeness fuga ity s ' whi h value for
lo ally neutral plasma assures that hs si
; the light quark phase spa e
o upan y q ' : , overabundan e value due to gluon fragmentation. Given
these narrow ranges of hemi al parameters and the freeze-out temperature
Tf
MeV, we ompute the expe ted parti le produ tion at break-up.
In general we annot expe t that the absolute numbers of parti les we nd
are orre t, as we have not modeled the important ee t of ow in the laboratory frame of referen e. However, ratios of hadrons subje t to similar ow
ee ts ( ompatible hadrons) an be independent of the detailed nal state

1

15

= 150

11

 =0

1
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TABLE IV

= 1:25; s = 1 and q , q as shown: Top portion: strangeness per baryon
s=B , energy per baryon E=B [GeV℄ and entropy per baryon S=B . Bottom portion:

For

s

sample of hadron ratios expe ted at RHIC.

q

q
E=B [GeV℄
s=B
S=B
p=p
=p
 p
=

=
 =
 =
=
=
=
=
+
 +
 +
++

K =K

1.25

1.5

1.5

1.5

1.60

1.03

1.025

1.03

1.035

1.03

117

133

111

95

110

18

16

13

12

12

630

698

583

501

571

1.19

1.15

1.19

1.22

1.19

1.74

1.47

1.47

1.45

1.35

1.85

1.54

1.55

1.55

1.44

0.89

0.91

0.89

0.87

0.89

0.19

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.15

0.20

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.16

0.94

0.95

0.94

0.93

0.94

0.147

0.123

0.122

0.122

0.115

0.156

0.130

0.130

0.131

0.122

1

1.

1.

1.

1.

0.15

0.13

0.13

0.13

0.12

0.19

0.16

0.16

0.16

0.15

1.05

1.04

1.05

1.06

1.05

dynami s, as the results seen at SPS suggest, and we will look at su h ratios
more losely.
Taking q
: +00::10
25 we hoose the value of q , see the header of Table IV, for whi h the energy per baryon (E=B ) is similar to the ollision
ondition (100 GeV), whi h leads to the range q
:  : . We evaluate for these examples aside of E=B , the strangeness per baryon s=B and
entropy per baryon S=B as shown in the top se tion of the Table IV. We
do not enfor e hs si
exa tly, but sin e baryon asymmetry is small,
strangeness is balan ed to better than 2% in the parameter range onsidered.
In the bottom portion of Table IV, we present the ompatible parti le abundan e ratios, omputed a ording to the pro edure developed in Se tion 2.
We have given, aside of the baryon and antibaryon relative yields, also the
relative kaon yield, whi h is also well determined within our approa h.
The meaning of these results an be better appre iated when we assume
in an example the entral rapidity density of dire t protons is dp=dy j ent.
. In Table V, we present the resulting (anti)baryon abundan es. We
see that the net baryon density db=dy '
 , there is baryon number transparen y. We see that (anti)hyperons are indeed more abundant

= 15

= 1 03 0 005

 =0

25

=

16 3
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dN=dyj ent: assuming in this example dp=dyj ent: = 25
q

q

b

1.25

1.03

17

1.5

1.025

13

1.5

1.03

16

1.5

1.035

18

1.60

1.03

15

p



25

25

25

25
25

TABLE V

0
p +0 +0    0 

=

21

44

39

31

27

17

16

1.2

22

36

33

26

23

13

11

0.7

21

37

33

26

23

12

11

0.7

21

36

32

26

22

11

10

0.7

21

34

30

24

21

10

9.6

0.6

than non-strange (anti)baryons. Taking into a ount the disintegration of
strange baryons, we are nding a mu h greater number of observed protons
dp=dyjobs.
'  in the entral rapidity region. It is important when
ent.
quoting results from Table V to re all that:
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1) we have hosen arbitrarily the overall normalization in Table V, only
parti le ratios were omputed, and
2) the rapidity baryon density relation to rapidity proton density is a
onsequen e of the assumed value of q , whi h we hose to get E=B '
GeV per parti ipant.

100

The most interesting result seen in Table V, the hyperon-dominan e of
the baryon yields at RHIC, does not depend on detailed model hypothesis.
We have explored another set of parameters in our rst and preliminary
report on this matter [49℄, nding this result. Another interesting property
of the hadronizing hot RHIC matter as seen in Table IV, is that strangeness
yield per parti ipant is expe ted to be 1323 times greater than seen at
present at SPS energies, where we have 0.75 strange quark pairs per baryon.
As seen in Table V, the baryon rapidity density is in our examples similar
to the proton rapidity density.
6. Con lusions

We believe that the Fermi model interpretation of SPS strangeness results de isively shows some interesting new physi s. We see onsiderable
onvergen e of the results around properties of suddenly hadronizing QGP.
The key results we obtained are:
1) same hadronization temperature T =142144 MeV for very dierent
ollision systems with dierent hadron spe tra;

~ = 1 for S and Pb

2) QGP expe ted s
3)

1

ollisions, and Pb
s

' 1:1 ;

> , indi ating that high strangeness yield was rea hed before
freeze-out;
Pb

s
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4)

1
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q > as would be expe ted from high entropy phase and the asso iated value S=B ' ;

40

5) yield of strangeness per baryon
fusion in thermal QGP;

s=B ' 0:75 just as predi

6) transverse expansion velo ity v Pb
matter for PbPb.

ted by gluon

= 1=p3, the sound velo ity of quark

Among other interesting results whi h also verify the onsisten y of our approa h, we re all:

 si = 0 in the symmetri



the exa t balan ing of strangeness hs
ase;



in rease of the baryo hemi al potential Pb
B
MeV as the ollision system grows;



5

PbPb

= 203  5 > SB = 178 

energy per baryon near to the value expe ted if energy and baryon
number deposition in the reball are similar.

The universality of the physi al properties at hemi al freeze-out for S- and
Pb-indu ed rea tions points to a ommon nature of the primordial sour e
of hadroni parti les. The dieren e in spe tra between the two systems
arises in our analysis due to the
p dieren e in the olle tive surfa e explosion
: < vPb = , whi h for larger system is higher, having
velo ity, v S
more time to develop.
In our opinion, these results show that hadroni parti les seen at CERNSPS are emerging from a de onned QGP phase of hadroni matter and do
not undergo a re-equilibration after they have been produ ed. This has
en ouraged us to onsider within the same omputational s heme the produ tion of strange hadrons at RHIC onditions, and we have shown that one
an expe t strangeness hemi al equilibration in nu lear ollisions at RHIC
if the de onned QGP is formed, with a probable overpopulation ee t assoiated with the early strangeness abundan e freeze-out before hadronization.
We have shown also that (anti)hyperons dominate (anti)baryon abundan e,
and that rapidity distributions of (anti)protons are primarily deriving from
de ays of (anti)hyperons.

=05

=1 3
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